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Presented by:    Margaret M. Ireland, Principal Analyst, Ethics & Compliance 
National Grid

National Grid’s Ethics Liaison Network
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Overview

 Ethics Liaison Program

Overview of National Grid Ethics Program

How it all started

What the Ethics Liaisons do

What they don’t do

The immeasurable value they have provided to National 
Grid

How we have sustained the program
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About Us

 International electricity and gas regulated utility

 One of the largest investor-owned energy 
companies in the world

 Deliver natural gas and electricity to many millions 
of people across the United Kingdom and 
northeastern US. 

 3.3 million electricity customers in our Massachusetts, New York and Rhode 
Island service territories

 Largest distributor of natural gas in the northeastern US, serving 
approximately 3.4 million customers in Massachusetts,  New York and 
Rhode Island 

 Approximately 15,000 employees in the US

Overview of US Ethics and 
Compliance Office
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Always Doing the Right Thing

 How to raise concerns

 National Grid’s Line of Sight  

 Rules and values

 Ethical decision making

 Rules – a trust culture

 Guidance areas
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Always Doing the Right Thing Guidance areas
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Why are ethics liaisons needed?

 Small ethics and compliance team in the US

 Multiple legacy utility companies had come together as a 
result of mergers -- many different cultures

 Broad geographic territory (Upstate NY, Long Island, 
Massachusetts and Rhode Island)

 Individuals within the specific groups know best how to reach 
their people

 Multiple unions across the US (30+)
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Ethics Liaison Program-History

 Summer 2009 -- concept presented to, and approved 
by, the US Business Conduct Committee

 September 2009 -- Ethics Liaison Network established

 Four ethics liaisons nominated (and accepted the role) –
one for each major line of business

 Monthly calls held with the liaisons

 The liaisons typically at the manager or director level
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Ethics Liaison Program-History

 2010 -- four liaisons for 18,000 employees was not enough

expanded the program to 21 liaisons

obtained executive sponsorship for the program

 2011 – after corporate reorganization, we realigned the 
program to the new operating model (realignment resulted in 
doubling the number of liaisons  to 42) 

 Each year since, the program has evolved (now at 53 liaisons)
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Overview of the program

 Liaisons nominated by their Vice Presidents

 Level of individual in role varies from Director to Analyst level

 Usually a term of 2 years although some liaisons have wanted 
to continue beyond the 2 years

 Annual Kick-off meeting

 Quarterly video conferences

 Monthly calls – liaisons divided into four teams with Ethics and 
Compliance members as team leaders

10
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Ethics Liaison Role

While the role of ethics liaison is voluntary, based on the individual’s 
commitment to and acceptance of the role of ethics liaison, the following 
responsibilities are required:

 Participating in monthly ‘hot topic’ conference calls 

 Assisting the ECO in understanding the organizational structure of their 
respective function

 Acting as a communication conduit between the ECO and the function

 Directing individuals with ethical issues/concerns to the ECO

 Facilitating completion of ethics training and Certificates of Compliance 
and Disclosure

 Facilitating ethics messaging (speeches, presentations, ethics moments)
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Ethics Liaison Role

Ethics liaisons should not... 

 Act as a counselor or "conduct intake evaluations" for ethical 
concerns or allegations

 Act in the capacity of an advisor/counselor pertaining to ethical 
issues

 Make determinations/evaluations as to what constitutes a 
reportable ethical issue 

 Conduct or participate in investigations of ethical wrongdoing

The Ethics & Compliance team remains solely responsible for these     
activities.
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Other ways they help…

 Inform us when there is an opportunity to attend 
meetings to provide ethics updates

 Direct employees to appropriate policies and 
procedures

 Raise awareness within their respective functions

 Encouraged to write and submit ethics articles and 
ethics success stories for “Doing the Right Thing”, 
quarterly newsletter
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Ethics Liaison Network Mission Statement
The Ethics Liaison Network (“ELN”) is a network of professionals at National Grid 
that have come together to act as a conduit between the Ethics Office and the 
various functions within the organization.  The mission of the ELN is as follows:

 to be a role model and lead by example in bringing ethical thinking into 
the workplace

 facilitate engagement and dialogue amongst National Grid employees 
regarding ethical issues

 to embed ethics and ethical decision-making into our corporate culture

 to help educate and raise awareness regarding “Doing the Right Thing” 
through communication and training initiatives

 raise the profile of “ethics” and make it part of the fabric of our new 
operating model 
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Ethics Liaison P4G Goal

Champion National Grid ethical culture and assist in embedding 
ethics and ethical decision making at National Grid by 
facilitating communication and education on ethics.  Some of 
the measures to achieve this goal include: participate in 
monthly calls and quarterly meetings, participate in discussion 
board, promote ethics moments/dissemination of 
communications at staff meetings and throughout their 
respective organization, assist in rollout of C3, annual certificate 
of compliance process, DRT and UK Bribery e-learning and 
other training initiatives and work with the Ethics team in 
responding to ethical inquiries raised.

The Kick-Off

 Outline the role of the ethics liaison; 

 Review pertinent policies; and

 Provide each liaison with documents 
and information pertinent to their role. 

16
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Communication Resources

 Monthly ethical spotlight

 Monthly ethics moments

 Monthly ethics messages to field employees

 Quarterly Ethics newsletter – “Doing the Right 
Thing”

 Quarterly memos to managers

 Monthly case studies

 Ethics and Compliance Annual Report
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Monthly Calls

 trending information;

 National Grid case studies and other 
monthly communications;

 ideas on how to prevent behaviors and 
mitigate risk;

 opportunities within each function to train, 
present or otherwise engage. 
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 Each Ethics team member is assigned a team and holds 
monthly calls to discuss:
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Other initiatives which are part of 
the program

 Ethics Liaison of the Year Award -- in our 4th year of the 
award. 

 Union ethics liaison for Local 97 and several New England 
unions

 UK Ethics Champions program
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Recognition

2014 National Grid Chairman’s Award of Merit – Inclusion & 
Diversity category

20
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Challenges of the program

 Everyone is doing more with less -- another layer of 
responsibilities.

 Keeping ethics front and center in the company.

 Keeping the materials and meetings fresh and 
interactive.

 Sustaining and growing the Ethics program with 
minimal budget for meetings, guest speakers, 
events, media and collateral

How we have grown and 
sustained the program

1. Demonstrating the value of the program

2. Keeping liaisons engaged

3. Providing relevance

22
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The ethics liaisons immeasurable 
value to National Grid

 Their presence has raised awareness surrounding ethics 
and compliance to their organization

 Employees are now more open to having a dialogue about 
ethics and asking questions

 They have opened doors for the Ethics and Compliance 
Office, by getting our team invited to staff meetings and 
expanded staff meetings 

 For years employees were unaware of what our office was 
all about and realize now through the liaisons that we are a 
proactive organization that is available to provide guidance
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Thoughts from our liaisons….

“Being a part of this group has been a privilege and allowed me 
to gain insight into the concerns, confusion and questions our 
employees have about ethical conduct.   I have learned from 
each question I have received and have enjoyed my interaction 
with the employees and the ethics and compliance team”.
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Lynn Nadeau, Principal Process Manager
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Thoughts from our liaisons….

“I believe that being an ethics liaison has made me much more 
aware of the importance of why “they way we do our work is 
just as important as getting the work done”.   I get to share that 
message with everyone I meet.   You are the total sum of your 
choices, so make the right choice and always do the right thing.   
You will be glad you did!”.
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Andrew Blaszkow, Lead Project Manager

Thoughts from our liaisons…..

“Being part of the Ethics Liaison Network has been a great opportunity 
for me to get to know the ethics-related concerns of people in my area 
– and for them to know there’s someone they know and trust to help 
them get the answers they need. I feel like I’m helping my coworkers 
and the company by addressing issues early-on … before they 
potentially become problems, for everyone. And the more I learn 
about our company’s ethics guidelines, the better resource I can be.”
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Ellen Cooke, Sr. Editor, Internal Communications
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Thoughts from our liaisons…..

“I’ve been an Ethics Liaison for 4 years during which my liaison role 
has continued to evolve.  This continuity has provided meaningful 
benefits, by raising the level of ethics awareness with my co-workers 
and establishing my recognition as their knowledgeable and trusted 
ethics resource - one whom they can feel comfortable and confident 
coming to and speaking with about ethical questions, observations  
or potential issues.  It’s gratifying to be an ‘ethics ambassador’ for 
National Grid, helping all our employees to ‘do the right thing’ every 
day.”          
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Jeff Rappaport, Lead Auditor, FERC Compliance

Thoughts from our liaisons…..

“Being an ethics liaison for NE Gas field Operations & Construction has been 
very rewarding for me. I work primarily with field supervisors & inspectors in 
the different operating yards. I like to have a one-on-one ethics conversations 
with them whenever I am at job sites. During one of my field visits, a field 
supervisor told me about an incident when he was given a cash gift certificate 
as appreciation by a customer. The supervisor promptly returned a $100 gift 
certificate back to the customer because he remembered the 
ethics conversation on "Doing the Right Thing"- Hearing this made me feel 
happy that we are really making a difference on the front lines.” 

Deepak Vishnu, Manager, 

NE Gas Engineering
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Questions?

Contact:

Margaret M. Ireland

Principal Analyst, Ethics and Compliance

National Grid

(315) 460-1355

Margaret.Ireland@nationalgrid.com
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